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2.1 Block AM

The AM block calculates the relative air mass.

✓z

?

AM
m

?
mr

Name AM

Function em0025

Inputs 1

Outputs 1

Parameters 0 . . . [1]

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Zenith angle ✓z in degrees

Outputs
1 Relative air mass mr

Parameters
1 Model

0 Just cos ✓z
1 Kasten 1966
2 Kasten 1993

Strings
None
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am.vseit

A DO block delivers zenith angles between zero and 85 degrees in steps of one.
Three AM blocks calculate the air mass for the three available models.

The PLOT block shows that there is hardly any di↵erence to detect between the
three model equations.

Block Reference
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2.2 Block ATM1976

The ATM1976 block calculates the properties of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere
1976 to 86 km.

h

?

ATM1976

?
⇢

?
p

?
T

Name ATM1976

Function em0024

Inputs 1

Outputs 3

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Geometric altitude h / km. Heights greater than 100 km are limited to

100 km.

Outputs
1 Density / sea-level standard density
2 Pressure / sea-level standard pressure
3 Temperature / sea-level standard temperature

Parameters
None

Strings
None

Block Reference
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atm1976.vseit

A DO block provides heights from 0 to 86 km in steps of 1 km. The ATM1976
blocks calculates density, pressure and temperature ratios, which are displayed by
a PLOT block.

Block Reference
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2.3 Block BETAMAX

The BETAMAX block calculates the maximum possible tilt angle such that rows
of collector surfaces do not shade each other.

 0

?

↵

?

BETAMAX
d, h

?
�max

Name BETAMAX

Function em0031

Inputs 2

Outputs 1

Parameters 2

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Di↵erence between surface azimuth and azimuth of the Sun  0 / �

2 Solar elevation ↵ / �

Outputs
1 Maximum tilt angle �max / �

Parameters
1 Distance between module rows d / m
2 Height of modules H / m

Strings
None
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betamax.vseit

A CLOCK block drives this simulation between 06:00 o’clock in the morning until
07:00 p.m. in steps of five minutes on the first of March 2010. The SUNAE block
is used to calculate the solar azimuth and elevation. An OFFSET block with
parameter �180 is used to calculate the di↵erence between surface azimuth and
solar azimut, as required by the BETAMAX block.

The parameters of the BETAMAX block are set to 3.65 meters for the distance
between the module rows and 2 meters for the height of the modules.

The Gregorian date of the CLOCK block is converted into the minute of the year
by a MOY block, which is used as x-coordinate by the PLOT block.

It can be seen from the graph, that around noon no shading is to be expected,
regardless of the tilt angle, while the receiver rows have shading problems
depending on the actual tilt angle.

Block Reference
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2.4 Block BETAOPT

The BETAOPT block calculates the optimum tilt angle for a one-axis tracked
receiver with horizontal axis.

 0

?

↵

?

BETAOPT

?
�opt

Name BETAOPT

Function em0032

Inputs 2

Outputs 1

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Di↵erence between surface azimuth and azimuth of the Sun / �

2 Solar elevation / �

Outputs
1 Optimum tilt angle / �

Parameters
None

Strings
None

Block Reference
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betaopt.vseit

A CLOCK block drives this simulation between 05:00 o’clock in the morning until
09:00 p.m. in steps of five minutes on the first of July 2010. The SUNAE block is
used to calculate the solar azimuth and elevation. An OFFSET block with
parameter �180 is used to calculate the di↵erence between surface azimuth and
solar azimuth, as required by the BETAOPT block.

The Gregorian date of the CLOCK block is converted into the minute of the year
by a MOY block, which is used as x-coordinate by the PLOT block.

Block Reference
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2.5 Block BETGAM

The BETGAM block calculates the e↵ective tilt and azimuth angle of a tilted,
one-axis tracked receiver area.

�

?

BETGAM
�f , �, �0

?
�

?
�

Name BETGAM

Function em0037

Inputs 1

Outputs 2

Parameters 1 . . . [3]

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Rotation angle � 2 [�90�, 90�], east negative, west positive

Outputs
1 E↵ective tilt angle � / �

2 E↵ective azimuth angle � / �

Parameters
1 Tilt angle of fixed rotation axis �f / �

2 Deviation of axis from north/south direction (clockwise positive) (optional)
� / � 2 [�90�, 90�]

3 Azimuth angle if undefined �0 / � (optional)

Strings
None
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betgam.vseit

A DO block varies a rotation axis from �90 to +90 degrees in steps of one degree.
The rotation axis is connected to three BETGAM blocks with di↵erent
orientations: The top block uses a horizontal rotation axis, the middle block a tilt
angle of the rotation axis of 45 degrees, the lower block simulates a vertical
rotation axis. In all three cases the deviation from the north-south direction is
zero.

The PLOT block shows the e↵ective tilt and e↵ective azimuth angles.

As could be expected, the horizontal axis faces east in the morning and west in
the afternoon (green curve). The tilt angle of the horizontal case is also easy to
interpret: 90 degrees at �90 degrees, linear down to zero at true solar noon and
linear up to 90 degrees.

Block Reference
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2.6 Block COWV

The COWV block calculates content of water vapour in the atmosphere as a
function of the dewpoint temperature.

Tdew

?

COWV
Model

?
w

Name COWV

Function em0035

Inputs 1

Outputs 1

Parameters 0 . . . [1]

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Dewpoint temperature Tdew / � C

Outputs
1 Content of water vapour w / cm

Parameters
1 Model

0 Bolsegna (Hourly means)
1 Wright et al. (Three-hour means)
2 Reitan (Monthly means)
3 Atwater et al. (Monthly means)
4 Smith (Annual means)

Strings
None
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cowv.vseit

A DO block varies dewpoint temperature data from zero to a 30 degrees Celsius in
steps of 0.1. The dewpoint temperature is connected to five COWV blocks with
the five di↵erent model equations starting from Bolsegna (upper block) to Smith
(lowest block).

The PLOT block shows the respective water vapor contents.

Block Reference
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2.7 Block DISGR

The DISGR block calculates the Gordon Reddy distribution.

x

?

�2

?

DISGR
�2

?
p(x)

Name DISGR

Function em0023

Inputs 1 . . . [2]

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Independent variable x
2 Variance �2(x)

Outputs
1 Probability density p(x)

Parameters
1 Variance �2(x)

Strings
None

If a second input is connected to a DISGR block, the value of the block parameterRemarks
�2 is ignored.
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disgr.vseit

Two nested DO blocks count from one to six (outer block), and vary the Gordon
Reddy variable from zero to two in steps of 0.01 (inner block), respectively. The
POLYG block delivers di↵erent variance values due the parameter setting

6
1 0.01
2 0.02
3 0.04
4 0.06
5 0.1
6 0.15

The PLOTP block shows the probability density functions for the di↵erent
variances.

Block Reference
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2.8 Block E0

The E0 block calculates the eccentricity correction of the Earth’s orbit.

dn

?

E0
model

?
✏0

Name E0

Function em0002

Inputs 1

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Day of the year dn

Outputs
1 Eccentricity ✏0

Parameters
1 Approximation

0 Spencer
1 Du�e Beckman

Strings
None

Block Reference
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The path of the Earth’s orbit is not exactly a circle but an ellipse with a smallDescription
eccentricity and with the Sun in one of the foci. The real distance rse between Sun
and Earth varies between 0.983 AU = 147.1 Gm (perigee) and
1.017 AU = 152.1 Gm (apogee).

The eccentricity correction factor of the Earth’s orbit defined as ✏0 = (r̄se/rse)2
can be approximated by

✏0 = 1 + 0.033 · cos(2⇡dn/365)

where dn 2 [1, 365] denotes the day number of the year. The Fourier series as given
by Spencer

✏0 = 1.00010 + 0.034221 · cos d + 0.001280 · sin d

+ 0.000719 · cos 2d + 0.000077 · sin 2d

is more accurate.

e0.vseit

A DO block counts through the days of a year from 1 to 365. The two E0 blocks
calculate the eccentricity after Spencer (upper block) and Du�e and Beckman
(lower block).

The PLOT block shows the result.

Block Reference
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2.9 Block ET

The ET block calculates the equation of time.

dn

?

ET
model

?
et

Name ET

Function em0003

Inputs 1

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Day of the year dn

Outputs
1 Equation of time et / min

Parameters
1 Approximation

0 Spencer
1 Wagner
2 Du�e Beckman
3 DIN 5034 Teil 2
4 Woolf 1968
5 Lamm 1981

Strings
None
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The equation of time et describes the di↵erence between true solar time t⌧ andDescription
mean solar time tµ

et = t⌧ � tµ

A relatively simple formula for the equation of time is given by Du�e and
Beckman

et = 9.87 sin(2B)� 7.53 cos(B)� 1.5 sin(B)

where

B =
360(dn � 81)

364

According to Spencer the Fourier series

et = (0.000075 + 0.001868 cos(d)� 0.032077 sin(d)
�0.014615 cos(2d)� 0.04089 sin(2d))(180 · 4/⇡)

yields more precise results. d denotes the day angle defined by

d =
2⇡(dn � 1)

365

Both formulas are implemented in the ET block.

et.vseit

A DO block provides the days of a year starting from 1 to 365. Six ET blocks
calculate the equation of time for the di↵erent approximations starting with
Spencer’s Fourier series (upper block) to Lamm’s approximation (lower block).

Block Reference
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The PLOT block shows that the di↵erences are nearly negligible.

Block Reference
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2.10 Block G2GDD

The G2GDD block returns the di↵use radiation according to various correlations
for daily data.

Gh

?

Goh

?

[i3]

?

G2GDD
Model

?
Gdh

Name G2GDD

Function em0010

Inputs 2 . . . [3]

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Global radiation Gh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane
2 Global radiation outside the atmosphere Goh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane
3 Model dependent (see Parameters section for further details)

Outputs
1 Di↵use radiation Gdh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane

Parameters
1 Correlation

0 Liu, Jordan
1 Ruth, Chant
2 Collares-Pereira
3 Vignola, McDaniels
4 Erbs, Klein, Du�e – this correlation requires the sunrise hour angle !sr

/ � as third block input.
5 Vignola, McDaniels – this correlation requires the day of the year DOY

as third block input.

Strings
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None

The block calculates the fraction of daily di↵use and global radiation on aDescription
horizontal surface mainly on the basis of the clearness index which is defined as

kt =
Gh

Goh

Through the setting of the first block parameter one of several correlations can be
chosen.

g2gdd.vseit

A DO block is used to vary the (normalised) global radiation on a horizontal
surface from 0.01 to 1 in steps of 0.01. The extraterrestrial radiation is set to one
by a CONST block. Hence the two inputs to the G2GDD blocks correspond
exactly to a clearness index. Usually, the second input to the G2GDD block comes
from block GOH.

The DIV blocks calculate the di↵use fraction by dividing the di↵use radiation
from the G2GDD blocks by the output of the DO block.

Block Reference
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As shown by the PLOT block the results for all correlations are quite similar.

Block G2GDH, and G2GDM,See also

Block Reference
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2.11 Block G2GDH

The G2GDH block returns the di↵use radiation according to various correlations
for radiation hourly data.

Gh

?

Goh

?

[i3

?

i4

?

i5]

?

G2GDH
Model

?
Gdh

Name G2GDH

Function em0009

Inputs 2 . . . [5]

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Global radiation Gh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane
2 Global radiation outside the atmosphere Goh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane
3..5 Model dependent (see Parameters section for further details)

Outputs
1 Di↵use radiation Gdh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane

Parameters
1 Correlation

0 Orgill, Hollands
1 Erbs, Klein, Du�e
2 Hollands
3 Reindl, Beckman, Du�e
4 Hollands, Chra – this correlation requires the ground albedo ⇢ as third

block input.
5 Skartveit, Olseth – this correlation requires the zenith angle ✓z / � as

third block input.
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6 Reindl, Beckman, Du�e – this correlation requires the zenith angle ✓z /
� as third block input.

7 Reindl, Beckman, Du�e – this correlation requires three additional
inputs: the zenith angle ✓z / � as third block input, the ambient
temperature Ta / �C as fourth input and the relative humidity as input
number five.

Strings
None

The block calculates the fraction of hourly di↵use and global radiation on aDescription
horizontal surface mainly on the basis of the clearness index which is defined as

kt =
Gh

Goh

Through the setting of the first block parameter one of several correlations can be
chosen.

The the Orgill/Hollands correlation is given byOrgill/Hollands

Gdh

Gh
=

8
<

:

1.0� 0.249 kt if 0  kt  0.35
1.557� 1.84 kt if 0.35 < kt  0.75
0.177 if kt > 0.75

The Erbs/Klein/Du�e-Korrelation correlation is given byErbs/Klein/
Du�e

Gdh

Gh
=

8
>><

>>:

1.0� 0.09 kt if 0  kt  0.22
0.9511� 0.1604 kt + 4.388 kt

2

�16.638 kt
3 + 12.336 kt

4 if 0.22 < kt  0.80
0.165 if kt > 0.80
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g2gdh.vseit

The idea of this example is exactly the same as in the example for block G2GDD
only that correlations for hourly data are presented here. For further details,
please refer to the example of block G2GDD.

Block G2GDD, and G2GDM,See also

Block Reference
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2.12 Block G2GDM

The G2GDM block returns the di↵use radiation according to various correlations
for monthly data.

Gh

?

Goh

?

[i3]

?

G2GDM
Model

?
Gdh

Name G2GDM

Function em0011

Inputs 2 . . . [3]

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Global radiation Gh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane
2 Global radiation outside the atmosphere Goh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane
3 Model dependent (see Parameters section for further details)

Outputs
1 Di↵use radiation Gdh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane

Parameters
1 Correlation

0 Liu, Jordan
1 Erbs, Klein, Du�e
2 Vignola, McDaniels
3 Collares-Pereira – this correlation requires the sunrise hour angle !sr /

� as third block input.
4 Erbs, Klein, Du�e – this correlation requires the sunrise hour angle !sr

/ � as third block input.
5 Vignola, McDaniels – this correlation requires the day of the year DOY

as third block input.
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Strings
None

The block calculates the fraction of monthly di↵use and global radiation on aDescription
horizontal surface mainly on the basis of the clearness index which is defined as

kt =
Gh

Goh

Through the setting of the first block parameter one of several correlations can be
chosen.

g2gdm.vseit

The idea of this example is exactly the same as in the example for block G2GDD
only that correlations for monthly data are presented here. For further details,
please refer to the example of block G2GDD.

Block Reference
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Block G2GDD, and G2GDH,See also

Block Reference
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2.13 Block GBN2GBT

The GBN2GBT block converts beam radiation normal to tilted.

Gbn

?

 

?

↵

?

�

?

�s

?

GBN2GBT

?
Gbt

Name GBN2GBT

Function em0019

Inputs 5

Outputs 1

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Beam radiation normal Gbn/ W m�2

2 Azimuth of the Sun  / �

3 Elevation of the Sun ↵ / �

4 Surface tilt angle � / �

5 Surface azimuth �s / �

Outputs
1 Beam radiation tilted Gbt / W m�2

Parameters
None

Strings
None
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gbn2gbt.vseit

A CLOCK block simulates the first of June 2010 between 04:00 o’clock in the
morning until 10:00 p.m., i. e. 22:00 hours in steps of five minutes. Assuming a
constant light source with 500 Watt per square meter beam irradiance from the
direction of the Sun, the GBN2GBT block calculates how much of this beam
radiation arrives at a suface facing the south (azimuth 180 degrees, in INSEL
convention) with a tilt angle of 30 degrees – as defined by two CONST blocks.

The SUNAE block calculates solar azimuth and elevation after Spencer’s model
for the coordinates of Stuttgart, Germany (latitude 48.77 degrees north, longitude
9.18 degrees east, i. e. �9.18 degrees in INSEL convention, time zone 23, i. e.
Central European Time). Solar azimuth and elevation are connected to the
GBN2GBT block.

A minute of the year block MOY is used as x-coordinate by the PLOT block
which displays the result.

Blocks GH2GT.See also
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2.14 Block GENG

The GENG block generates a series of hourly global radiation data from monthly
mean values.

Gh(M)

?

a

?

M

?

d

?

h

?

GENG
',�, Z, f�, c�,

⇢(1), ⇢(2), Iseed?
Gh(h)

Name GENG

Function em0015

Inputs 5 . . . [6]

Outputs 1

Parameters 8

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Monthly mean value Gh(M) / Wm�2 of global radiation on a horizontal

plane
2 Year a
3 Month M 2 [1, 12]
4 Day d 2 [1, 31]
5 Hour h 2 [0, 23]
6 Minute m 2 [0, 59]

Outputs
1 Hourly mean value Gh(h) / Wm�2 of global radiation on a horizontal plane.

When input six is connected, GENG performs a linear interpolation between
the two corresponding hours.

Parameters
1 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
2 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), west of Greenwich; values east of Greenwich may

be used with a minus sign
3 Time zone Z 2 [0, 23], Greenwich Mean Time Z = 0, Central European

Time Z = 23.
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4 Variance factor f� to the Gordon / Reddy correlation, eq ??; if unknown
f� = 1 is recommended

5 Coe�cient c� corresponding to the year-to-year variability due to di↵erent
climatic conditions. When c� is set to zero the year-to-year variability is
omitted. c� = 0.185 approximates North American variability, while c� = 0.3
approximates European variability

6 Autocorrelation coe�cient ⇢(1) at a lag of one day; if unknown ⇢(1) = 0.3 is
recommended

7 Autocorrelation coe�cient ⇢(2) at a lag of two days; if unknown
⇢(2) = 0.57⇢(1) is recommended

8 Initialisation Iseed of random number generator

Strings
None

The GENG block is basically a convenient combination of the GENGD block andRemarks
the GENGH block.

geng.vseit

A CLOCK block simulates June 2010 in steps of one hour. The monthly mean
irradiance is assumed to be 225 W/m2 as provided by a CONST block.

In this example, the GENG block generates hourly irradiance data for the location
of Stuttgart, Germany.

The Gordon-Reddy variance factor is set to one, the year-to-year variability is set
to zero, such that the time series of generated irradiance data represents the
monthly mean value as close as possible.

The autocorrelation coe�cients are set to their defaults for European climate, i. e.
0.3 and 0.171, respectively. The random number generator is initialised by 4712.
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An hour of the year block HOY is used as x-coordinate by the PLOT block which
displays the generated irradiance data time series.

Blocks DISGR, GENGD and GENGH.See also

Block Reference
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2.15 Block GENGD

The GENGD block generates a series of daily global radiation data from monthly
mean values.

Gh(M)

?

a

?

M

?

d

?

GENGD
',�, Z, f�, c�,

⇢(1), ⇢(2), Iseed?
Gh(D)

Name GENGD

Function em0016

Inputs 4

Outputs 1

Parameters 9

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Monthly mean value Gh(M) / Wm�2 of global radiation on a horizontal

plane
2 Year a
3 Month M 2 [1, 12]
4 Day d 2 [1, 31]

Outputs
1 Daily mean value Gh(d) / Wm�2 of global radiation on a horizontal plane

Parameters
1 Model

0 Gordon Reddy model
1 Aguiar Collares-Pereira model

2 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
3 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), west of Greenwich; values east of Greenwich may

be used with a minus sign
4 Time zone Z 2 [0, 23], Greenwich Mean Time Z = 0, Central European

Time Z = 23.
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5 Variance factor f� to the Gordon / Reddy correlation; if unknown f� = 1 is
recommended

6 Coe�cient c� corresponding to the year-to-year variability due to di↵erent
climatic conditions. When c� is set to zero the year-to-year variability is
omitted. c� = 0.185 approximates North American variability, while c� = 0.3
approximates European variability

7 Autocorrelation coe�cient ⇢(1) at a lag of one day; if unknown ⇢(1) = 0.3 is
recommended

8 Autocorrelation coe�cient ⇢(2) at a lag of two days; if unknown
⇢(2) = 0.57⇢(1) is recommended

9 Initialisation Iseed of random number generator

Strings
None

gengd.vseit

A CLOCK runs through the year 2010 in steps of one day. Monthly mean
irradiance data are read from the INSEL weather data base by the MTM block for
the location of Stuttgart, Germany.

Two GENGD blocks generate daily irradiance data, the upper block uses the
Gordon and Reddy model, the lower one the Markov model approach proposed by
Aguilar and Collares-Pereira.
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A day of the year block DOY is used as x-coordinate by the PLOT block which
displays the two generated irradiance data time series.

Blocks DISGR, GENG and GENGH.See also
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2.16 Block GENGH

The GENGH block generates a series of hourly global radiation data from daily
mean values.

Gh(d)

?

a

?

M

?

d

?

h

?

GENGH
',�, Z, Iseed

?
Gh(h)

Name GENGH

Function em0017

Inputs 5 . . . [6]

Outputs 1

Parameters 4

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Daily mean value Gh(d) / Wm�2 of global radiation on a horizontal plane
2 Year a
3 Month M 2 [1, 12]
4 Day d 2 [1, 31]
5 Hour h 2 [0, 23]
6 Minute m 2 [0, 59]

Outputs
1 Hourly mean value Gh(h) / Wm�2 of global radiation on a horizontal

plane.When input six is connected, GENGH performs a linear interpolation
between the two corresponding hours.

Parameters
1 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
2 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), west of Greenwich; values east of Greenwich may

be used with a minus sign
3 Time zone Z 2 [0, 23], Greenwich Mean Time Z = 0, Central European

Time Z = 23.
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4 Initialisation Iseed of random number generator

Strings
None

gengh.vseit

A CLOCK block runs through the first week of July 2010 in steps of one hour and
a POLYG block with the parameters

7
1.00 301.03
2.00 302.37
3.00 295.50
4.00 321.24
5.00 344.02
6.00 254.34
7.00 272.85

provides daily means of global radiation data, which are expanded by the GENGH
block to hourly values for the location of Stuttgart, Germany.

An hour of the year block HOY is used as x-coordinate by the PLOT block which
displays the generated irradiance data time series.

Blocks GENG and GENGD.See also
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2.17 Block GENGT

The GENGT block generates a series of hourly radiation and temperature data
from monthly mean values. Optionally, hourly values of relative humidity may be
generated. When a minute input is connected and di↵erent from zero, GENGT
performs a linear interpolation between the two corresponding hours.

Gh(M)

?

Ta(M)

?

Tmin

?

Tmax

?

T (a)

?

�T (a)

?

a

?

M

?

d

?

h

?

GENGT
~p

?
Gh(h)

?
Ta(h)

Name GENGT

Function em0022

Inputs 10 . . . [12]

Outputs 3

Parameters 8 . . . [10]

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Monthly mean value of Gh(M) / Wm�2

2 Monthly mean value of Ta(M) / �C
3 Monthly minimum value of daily Tmin / �C
4 Monthly maximum value of daily Tmax / �C
5 Annual mean temperature T (a) / �C
6 Annual temperature hub �T (a) / �C
7 Year a
8 Month M 2 [1, 12]
9 Day d 2 [1, 31]
10 Hour h 2 [0, 23]
11 Monthly mean value of '(M)
12 Minute m 2 [0, 59]

Outputs
1 Global radiation Gh(h) / Wm�2

2 Ambient temperature Ta(h) / �C
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3 Relative humidity '(h)

Parameters
1 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
2 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), west of Greenwich; values east of Greenwich may

be used with a minus sign
3 Time zone Z 2 [0, 23], Greenwich Mean Time Z = 0, Central European

Time Z = 23.
4 Variance factor f� to the Gordon / Reddy correlation, eq ??; if unknown

f� = 1 is recommended
5 Coe�cient c� corresponding to the year-to-year variability due to di↵erent

climatic conditions. When c� is set to zero the year-to-year variability is
omitted. c� = 0.185 approximates North American variability, while c� = 0.3
approximates European variability

6 Autocorrelation coe�cient ⇢(1) at a lag of one day; if unknown ⇢(1) = 0.3 is
recommended

7 Autocorrelation coe�cient ⇢(2) at a lag of two days; if unknown
⇢(2) = 0.57⇢(1) is recommended

8 Initialisation Iseed of random number generator
9 Maximum allowed deviation between given monthly mean temperature and

calculated value (2.5�C by default)
10 Maximum number of allowed iterations for temperature synthesis (100 by

default)

Strings
None
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gengt.vseit

A CLOCK block simulates the year 2010 in steps of one hour. An hour of the year
block HOY is used to convert the CLOCK block output to a convenient
x-coordinate for a PLOT block.

The input data required by the GENGT block all come from the MTM block for
the location of Berlin, Germany, in this case.

The PLOT block displays the generated time series of hourly ambient
temperature data.
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2.18 Block GENV

The GENV block generates hourly wind speed data for a specific site, based on
the European Wind Atlas.

hoy

?

GENV
p1 . . . p148

?
vw(hoy)

?
vw(a)

?
�vw(a)

Name GENV

Function em0005

Inputs 1

Outputs 3

Parameters 148

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Hour of year

Outputs
1 Hourly mean wind speed
2 Mean annual wind speed, calculated from BP(137..148)
3 Error of mean wind speed from generated values in per cent

Parameters
1..96 Three-hour mean wind speed values
97..135 Power spectrum
136 Calibration factor
137..148 Monthly cubic mean wind speed data, uncalibrated

Strings
None
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genv.vseit

A DO block runs through 8760 hours of a year and the GENV block calculates the
wind speed time series for the location of Berlin, Germany.

The PLOT block displays the generated time series of hourly wind speed data, the
annual mean wind speed and the deviation between the given annual mean wind
speed and the corresponding generated mean value, which is below one percent, in
this case.

The numerical method behind the GENV block is based on the European WindRemark
Atlas. For about two hundred stations data have been published in the European
Wind Atlas to satisfy the parameter requirements of the GENV block. These data
can be found in the resources/data/genv directory of the INSEL installation
directory.

It is not known, how well the method for the generation of wind speed data
implemented in the GENV block can be used for Non-European sites.

The example presented above is simple. The problem is, how the parameters ofPractical hints
the GENV block can be determined.

Up to now (October 2013) there is no convenient way to paste the data into a
VSEit model. A workaround could be to use a text editor and copy one of the
locations in the genv directory into a file similar to genv.ins which can be found
in the resources/data/genv directory, save it and use the Import .ins file
function of the VSEit interface. The GENV block can then be copied from the
imported .ins file and pasted into your application.
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2.19 Block GH2GT

The GH2GT block calculates the radiation on a tilted surface from horizontal
data.

Gh

?

Gdh

?

�

?

�

?

⇢

?

a

?

M

?

d

?

h

?

m

?

s

?

0/1

?

GH2GT
~p

?
Gt

?
Gbt

?
Gdt

?
Grt

Name GH2GT

Function em0008

Inputs 9 . . . [12]

Outputs 4

Parameters 4

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Global radiation horizontal Gh / W m�2

2 Di↵use radiation horizontal Gdh / W m�2

3 Slope � / �

4 Azimuth orientation of surface � / �

5 Ground reflectance ⇢ 2 [0, 1]
6 Year a (for example 2010)
7 Month M 2 [1, 12]
8 Day d 2 [1, 31]
9 Hour h 2 [0, 23]
10 Minute m 2 [0, 59]
11 Second s 2 [0, 60)
12 Daylight saving time (0 no, 1 yes)

Outputs
1 Global radiation on tilted surface Gt / W m�2

2 Beam radiation on tilted surface Gbt / W m�2

3 Di↵use radiation on tilted surface Gdt / W m�2

4 Reflected radiation on tilted surface Grt / W m�2
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Parameters
1 Model

0 Liu, Jordan
1 Temps, Coulson
2 Bugler
3 Klucher
4 Hay
5 Willmott
6 Skartveit, Olseth
7 Gueymard
8 Perez et al.
9 Reindl et al.

2 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
3 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), Greenwich = 0, west positive
4 Time zone Z 2 [0, 23], e. g. Central European Time: Z = 23

Strings
None

The first parameter determines how the di↵use radiation part is handled.Description

In the Liu/Jordan model it is assumed that the di↵use radiation is isotropicallyLiu, Jordan
distributed over the whole sky dome. The global radiation on a tilted surface is
calculated by

Gt = Gbh
cos ✓
cos ✓z

+
1
2

Gdh(1 + cos�) +
1
2
⇢Gh(1� cos�)

where

✓ Incidence angle of beam radiation

✓z Zenith angle

The first term of the sum defines Gbt, the second Gdt and the third one Grt.
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gh2gt.vseit

A CLOCK block runs through the first seven days of February 2010 in steps of
one hour. The output signals are converted to the hour of the year which define
the record number for the READDblock and the x-coordinate of the PLOT block.

The READD blocks reads three values per record of the file meteo82.dat from
the examples/data directory, namely the global radiation horizontal, the di↵use
radiation and the tilted radiation facing south with a tilt of 70 degrees. These
data are connected to the inputs of the GH2GT block and the PLOT block. The
albedo is assumed constant with 20 percent.

The PLOT block displays the data for comparison in the order global radiation
horizontal, di↵use radiation, measured tilted radiation, and simulated tilted
ratiation.
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2.20 Block GMEAN

The GMEAN block returns the global radiation at a given real solar time for a
mean monthly or daily radiation value based on statistical correlations.

Ḡ

?

M

?

h

?

m

?

s

?

GMEAN
Model, '

?
G(t)

?
Ld

?
!s

Name GMEAN

Function em0013

Inputs 3 . . . [5]

Outputs 3

Parameters 2

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Monthly or daily mean value Ḡ of global radiation / W m�2

2 Month M
3 Hour h
4 Minute m
5 Second s

Outputs
1 Mean global radiation G(t) / Wm�2

2 Mean daylength Ld / h
3 Mean sunrise hour angle !s / �

Parameters
1 Model

0 Liu Jordan Collares-Pereira Rabl correlation
1 World Bank Standard Solar Day

2 Latitude ' / �

Strings
None
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The Collares-Pereira Rabl correlation which describes the ratio r between hourlyCollares-Pereira
Rabl correlation and daily global irradiance for a given hour angle ! is given by

r =
⇡

24
cos! � cos!ss

sin!sr � !ss cos!ss
(a + b cos!)

with the coe�cients

a = 0.4090 + 0.5016 sin(!ss � 60)
b = 0.6609� 0.4767 sin(!ss � 60)

The relation between sunset hour angle !ss and day length (in hours) is
!ss = 7.5(Ld � 12) + 90.

The standard solar day has been introduced by the World Bank and is definedStandard solar
day through the equation

G(t) = Gmax sin
✓
⇡t

Ld

◆
t = 0, 1, . . . 11 h

Gmax denotes the daily maximum of the global radiation on a horizontal surface.
Ld stands for the day length and is assumed constant with 11 hours. Both, hour
angle and sunset hour angle are measured from true solar noon in this case.
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gmean.vseit

A DO block counts the daily hours from zero to 23 in steps of one. Four CONST
blocks provide the months January and July and their mean irradiances of 40 and
227 W/m2, respectively. Four GMEAN blocks calculate the hourly mean
irradiances from the Collarea-Pereira Rabl (upper GMEAN block) and Standard
Solar Days (lower GMEAN block) correlations.

A PLOT block displays the four resulting curves on screen.

Please observe, that the Standard Solar Day assumes a constant day length ofRemark
eleven hours, which is automatically centered around true solar noon by the
GMEAN block. The Collares-Pereira Rabl block adds thirty minutes to the hour
input as suggested by the Collares-Pereira Rabl approach.
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2.21 Block GOH

The GOH block returns the radiation outside atmosphere on a horizontal surface.

a

?

M

?

d

?

h

?

[m

?

s

?

0/1]

?

GOH
',�, Z

?
Goh

Name GOH

Function em0012

Inputs 4 . . . [7]

Outputs 1

Parameters 3

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Year a (for example 2001)
2 Month M 2 [1, 12]
3 Day d 2 [1, 31]
4 Hour h 2 [0, 23]
5 Minute m 2 [0, 59]
6 Second s 2 [0, 60)
7 Daylight saving time (0 no, 1 yes)

Outputs
1 Radiation outside the atmosphere on a horizontal surface Goh / W m�2

Parameters
1 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
2 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), Greenwich = 0�, west positive
3 Time zone Z 2 [0, 23], e. g. Central European Time: Z = 23

Strings
None
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The radiation outside the atmosphere on a horizontal surface Goh is given byDescription

Goh = ✏0Gsc cos ✓z

where

✏0 Excentricity factor (r0/r)2, with mean distance between Sun and Earth
r0 (1.496⇥ 1011 m) and time dependent distance between Sun and Earth
r

Gsc Solar constant (1367 W/m2)

✓z Zenith angle

The excentricity factor is calculated by Spencer’s Fourier series

✏0 = 1.00010 + 0.034221 cos� + 0.001280 sin�
+ 0.000719 cos 2� + 0.000077 sin 2�

where

� day angle (2⇡ (doy � 1)/365), with the day of year doy 2 [1, 365]; leap
years are not considered

The zenith angle ✓z is calculated by an internal call to block SUNAE (using the
Hollands/Maier model) and block INANG (� = 0�, � = 180�).
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goh.vseit

A CLOCK block delivers year, month, day, and hour data for one year in steps of
one day. The hour is fixed to 12. The block GOH calculates the correspondig value
of the extraterrestrial radiation for the location of Stuttgart, Germany. The DOY
block converts the outputs of the CLOCK block to the day of the year.

The DO block plots the time series.

Block GON, block SUNAE.See also
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2.22 Block GON

The GON block calculates the normal extraterrestrial radiation.

dn

?

GON
model

?
Gon

Name GON

Function em0002

Inputs 1

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Day of the year dn

Outputs
1 Direct normal radiation outside atmosphere Gon / W m�2

Parameters
1 Approximation

0 Spencer
1 Du�e Beckman

Strings
None
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The radiation outside the atmosphere normal to the Sun Gon is given byDescription

Gon = ✏0Gsc

where

✏0 Excentricity factor (r0/r)2, with mean distance between Sun and Earth
r0 (1.496⇥ 1011 m) and time dependent distance between Sun and Earth
r

Gsc Solar constant (1367 W/m2)

For the calculation of the excentricity factor ✏0 please refer to block GOH.

gon.vseit

A DO block counts through the days of a year from one to 365. The two GON
calculate the extraterrestrial radiation normal to the Sun for the location of
Stuttgart, Germany. The upper block uses the Spencer approximation, the lower
one the excentricty as given by Du�e and Beckman.

The DOblock plots the time series.

Block GOH, block SUNAE.See also
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2.23 Block GTLOSS

The GTLOSS block calculates losses of radiation incident on a tilted solar
module. Four di↵erent models can be used to calculate the reflection and
eventually absorption losses due to incidence angles of the light not equal to zero.
The block provides two models to calculate the losses of the di↵use radiation.

GTLOSS

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

GtGbtGdtGrt � �  ↵ ✓ fs [n1 n2 n3 n4 ↵1 ↵2 �]

? ? ? ?
Gtr Gbtr Gdtr Grtr

m1, m2

[, b0, t1,

t2, t3,

ra, re]

Name GTLOSS

Function em0004

Inputs 10 . . . [17]

Outputs 5

Parameters 2 . . . [8]

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Global radiation on tilted surface Gt / W m�2

2 Beam radiation on tilted surface Gbt / W m�2

3 Di↵use radiation from sky on tilted surface Gst / W m�2

4 Di↵use radiation from ground on tilted surface Grt / W m�2

5 Slope � / �

6 Azimuth of module � / �

7 Azimuth of the Sun  (north = 0�, east = 90� . . . west = 270�)
8 Elevation of the Sun ↵ / �

9 Incidence angle ✓ / �

10 Soil loss factor f at ✓ = 0
11 Refraction index of layer 1 (usually glass) n1

12 Refraction index of layer 2 (e. g. EVA) n2

13 Refraction index of layer 3 (e. g. T iO2) n3

14 Refraction index of layer 4 (usually Si) n4

15 Absorption coe�cient of layer 1 ↵1 / m�1
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16 Absorption coe�cient of layer 2 ↵2 / m�1

17 Wavelength � / nm

Outputs
1 Global radiation on tilted surface with reflection Gtr / W m�2

2 Beam radiation on tilted surface with reflection Gbtr / W m�2

3 Di↵use radiation from sky on tilted surface with reflection Gstr / W m�2

4 Di↵use radiation from ground on tilted surface with reflection Grtr / W m�2

5 E↵ective transmissivity

Parameters
1 Model of beam radiation m1

0 Sjerps-Koomen / Alsema
1 ASHRAE
2 Krauter
3 Lanzerstorfer

2 Model of di↵use radiation from sky m2

0 Du�e / Beckmann
1 DIN 5034

3 ASHRAE Parameter (0.05 is a good guess)
4 Thickness of layer 1 t1 / m
5 Thickness of layer 2 t2 / m
6 Thickness of layer 3 t3 / nm
7 Number of segments for integration over azimuth ra

8 Number of segments for integration over elevation re

Strings
None
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gtloss.vseit

The example shows an application of the most simple loss mechanism simulation
based on the ASHRAE model. All inputs are set constant except the incidence
angle which is varied between zero and 85 degrees by a DO block.

A PLOT block shows the e↵ective transmittance as a function of the incidence
angle.

For further examples, please refer to the examples directory.

The GTLOSS block is still in an experimental stage and will probably beRemark
redesigned in the future.
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2.24 Block INANGE

The INANGE block calculates the incidence angle of beam radiation on an
arbitrarily oriented plane, when the position of the Sun is given in equator
coordinates.

'

?

�

?

�

?

�

?

!

?

INANGE

?
✓

Name INANGE

Function em0007

Inputs 5

Outputs 1

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
2 Slope �
3 Azimuth angle of the surface � (north = 0�, east = 90� . . . west = 270�)
4 Declination of the Sun � / �

5 Hour angle of the Sun ! (0� . . . 360�west)

Outputs
1 Incidence angle ✓ / � between beam radiation and surface normal

Parameters
None

Strings
None
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The incidence angle ✓ is calculated from the equationDescription

cos ✓ = sin � (sin' cos� + cos' sin� cos �)
+ cos � cos! (cos' cos� � sin' sin� cos �)
� cos � sin� sin � sin!

inange.vseit

A CLOCK block runs through the 23rd of May 2010 in steps of one hour. A
SUNAE block calculates the position of the Sun for a latitude of 53 degrees, 8
degrees east (that is close to Oldenburg, Germany).

Assuming latitude and tilt angle equal to 53 degrees with a surface facing south
(azimuth 180 degrees) the INANGE block calculates the incidence angle using
equator coordinates and the PLOT block displays the elevation of the Sun and the
incidence angle as a function of the hour of the day.

Block INANGH.See also
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2.25 Block INANGH

The INANGH block calculates the incidence angle of beam radiation on an
arbitrarily oriented plane, when the position of the Sun is given in horizon
coordinates.

'

?

�

?

�

?

 

?

↵

?

INANGH

?
✓

?
f

Name INANGH

Function em0007

Inputs 5

Outputs 2

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
2 Slope � / �

3 Azimuth angle of the surface � (north = 0�, east = 90� . . . west = 270�)
4 Azimuth angle of the Sun  / �

5 Elevation of the Sun ↵ / �

Outputs
1 Incidence angle ✓ / � between beam radiation and surface normal
2 Flag f set to one, when Sun is over the horizon, set to zero otherwise

Parameters
None

Strings
None
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inangh.vseit

This is exactly the same example as the one presented for INANGE with the
exception that now the calculation of the Solar position uses horizon coordinates.
Surprising enough, the graph displayed by the PLOT block is di↵erent for the
night hours.

Block INANGE.See also
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2.26 Block KN

The KN block calculates the nebulosity index.

Gh

?

Gdh

?

↵

?

KN

?
kn

Name KN

Function em0030

Inputs 3

Outputs 1

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Global radiation horizontal / W m�2

2 Di↵use radiation horizontal / W m�2

3 Elevation / �

Outputs
1 Nebulosity index kn

Parameters
None

Strings
None
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kn.vseit

Two nested DO blocks vary the elevation of the Sun between zero and 90 degrees
in steps of ten (outer DO block) and a normalised di↵use ratiation between zero
and one. The global irradiance is normalised to one, too. The KN calculates the
nebulosity indices, which are displayed by a PLOTP block.
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2.27 Block MTM

The MTM block returns monthly mean values of meteorological data from the
inselWeather database.

MTM

?

M

',�,�',��,

CC, KC, location
Gh

?
vw

?
T
?

Tmin

?
Tmax

?
r
?

Name MTM

Function em0018

Inputs 1

Outputs 9

Parameters 0 . . . [6]

Strings 1

Group S

Inputs
1 Month M 2 [1, 12]

Outputs
1 Global radiation Gh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane
2 Wind speed vw / m s�1

3 Ambient temperature T / �C
4 Minimum ambient temperature Ta,min / �C
5 Maximum ambient temperature Ta,max / �C / �C
6 Rain / mm
7 Annual mean ambient temperature / �C
8 Maximum ambient temperature di↵erence / �C
9 Relative humidity

Parameters
1 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
2 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), west of Greenwich; values east of Greenwich may

be used with a minus sign
3 Latitude range �' / �
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4 Longitude range �� / �

5 Country code CC
6 Continent code KC

Strings
1 Name of location

The MTM database provides long-term monthly mean values of the mostDescription
important climatological parameters like global irradiance, ambient temperature
etc. The image below shows the interpolated mean annual irradiance data
distribution on a horizontal surface as stored for about 2 000 locations worldwide.

mtm.vseit

A DO block counts through the twelve months of an arbitrary year. The month is
connected to a MTM block which delivers irradiance data for the location of
Stuttgart, Germany.
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A PLOT block displays the data.

The MTM block’s VSEit entity editor provides a browser to access the data base.
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2.28 Block MTMLALO

The MTMLALO block returns monthly mean values of meteorological data for a
location specified by latitude and longitude interpolated from the inselWeather
database.

MTMLALO

?

M

',�

Gh

?
vw

?
T
?

Tmin

?
Tmax

?
r
?

Name MTMLALO

Function em0018

Inputs 1

Outputs 9

Parameters 2

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Month M 2 [1, 12]

Outputs
1 Global radiation Gh / W m�2 on a horizontal plane
2 Wind speed vw / m s�1

3 Ambient temperature T / �C
4 Minimum ambient temperature Ta,min / �C
5 Maximum ambient temperature Ta,max / �C / �C
6 Rain / mm
7 Annual mean ambient temperature / �C
8 Maximum ambient temperature di↵erence / �C
9 Relative humidity

Parameters
1 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
2 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), west of Greenwich; values east of Greenwich may

be used with a minus sign
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Strings
None

mtmlalo.vseit

The data base behind the MTM block can also be accessed via the MTMLALO
block. In this case, values for latitude and longitude need to be provided as
parameters. The MTMLALO block looks for the three closest locations and
interpolates their data weighted by the distance. If the neighbors are very far
away, the block displays a warning message.

The example uses the latitude 48 degrees north and nine degrees east (i. e. �9)
which is close to Stuttgart, Germany.

The Stuttgart data from the MTM block (lower block) are displayed for
comparison by the PLOT block.
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2.29 Block MTMUP

The MTMUP block udates the INSEL weather data base.

MTMUP
Update file name

Name MTMUP

Function em0026

Inputs 0

Outputs 0

Parameters 0

Strings 1

Group C

Inputs
None

Outputs
None

Parameters
None

Strings
1 Name of the update file

The following text is a valid control file and should explain the method used byDescription
the MTMUP block. A user interface is not yet available in INSEL.

# Control file for updating the MTM data base
# To add sites to the data base, the following data must be given
#
# Site = Nname of site
# Continent = Code number of continent
# 1 = Europe
# 2 = Asia
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# 3 = Africa
# 4 = USA
# 5 = Latin America (see file MT.KEY)
# Country = Code number of country; see data base file MT.CC;
# 87 = Germany
# Latitude = Latitude of the site
# Longitude = Longitude of the site
# Command = NEW, MODIFY or DELETE
#
# and at least one of the following data records should be given
# for each site
#
# Radiation = 12 monthly mean values of radiation
# Wind = 12 monthly mean values of wind speed
# Temperature = 12 monthly mean values of temperature
# MinTemperat = 12 monthly minimum temperature values
# MaxTemperat = 12 monthly maximum temperature values
# Rain = 12 monthly mean values of rain fall
# Humidity = 12 monthly mean values of relative humidity
#
# Empty lines are ignored.
# Text following the characters "#", "%" and ";" are ignored to give the
# possibility of commenting.
# The first option of every data set must be "Site= ...".
# All other options ("Continent= ...", "Country=...", "Latitude=...", ...)
# up to the next option "Site= ..." or the end of file belong to the site.
# A end of file may be simulated with two successive lines containing the
# text "RETURN"
# The meaning of COMMAND is:
#
# COMMAND = NEW: Site may exist, data may not exist and data record
# will be created. If site not exists, site record
# will be created. If data already exists, an error
# message will be displayed and excecution stops.
# COMMAND = MODIFY: Site may exist, data may exist.
# If site and/or data exist, they will be overwritten
# otherwise new records will be created
# COMMAND = DELETE: Delete given data records of one site. If no more
# data records are available for the given site, the
# site will be deleted.
# COMMAND = LIST: List data of given site. If site does not exist,
# an error message will be displayed and excecution
# stops.
#
#
# Example: 1
#
# Site = Aurich
# Continent = 1 # Europe
# Country = 87 # Germany
# Latitude = 53.2 # test
# Longitude = 350.8
# Command = Modify
# # Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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# Radiation = 11 12 13 14 15 16 16 15 14 13 12 11
# Wind = 13 15 15 18 30 40 17 10 25 24 43 29
# Temperature = -3.0 -5.0 8.0 12.0 15.0 20.0 25.9 29.0 20.0 15.0 10.0 4.0
# MinTemperat = -7.0 -9.0 0.0 7.0 9.0 15.0 14.9 20.0 13.0 10.0 7.0 0.0
# MaxTemperat = 2.0 2.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 22.0 28.9 33.0 25.0 20.0 17.0 11.0
# Rain = 113 115 115 118 130 140 117 110 125 124 143 129
# RETURN
# RETURN
#
#
# Example: 2
#
# Site = Aurich
# Continent = 1 # Europe
# Country = 87 # Germany
# Latitude = 53.2 # test
# Longitude = 350.8
# Command = delete
# # Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
# Radiation =
# Wind =
# RETURN # Remark: In this case, if there are still some data records
# RETURN # given in the data base for the site, the site will not be
# # deleted. If the last data record for the site gets deleted,
# # the site will be erased from the data base

Site = Stuttgart
Command = Modify
Humidity = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Site = Torino
Command = Modify
Humidity = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Site = Aurich
Command = Modify
Humidity = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Site = Bremen
Command = Modify
Humidity = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

mtmup.vseit

The MTMUP block is the only block in the model to be executed.
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2.30 Block PHIOPT

The PHIOPT block calculates the optimum rotation angle for a one-axis tracked
receiver.

 

?

↵

?

PHIOPT
�f ,�� , �u

?
'opt

?
�e↵

?
�e↵

Name PHIOPT

Function em0038

Inputs 2

Outputs 3

Parameters 3

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Solar azimuth  / �

2 Solar elevation ↵ / �

Outputs
1 Optimum rotation angle 'opt / �

2 E↵ective tilt angle �e↵ / �

3 E↵ective azimuth angle �e↵ / �

Parameters
1 Tilt angle of fixed rotation axis �f / �

2 Deviation of axis from north/south direction (clockwise positive) �� /
� 2 [�90, 90]

3 Azimuth angle if undefined �u / �

4 Mechanical limit towards east (degrees < 0, zero defaults to �90)
5 Mechanical limit towards west (degrees > 0 zero defaults to +90)

Strings
None
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In this example two tracking systems with di↵erent orientations are compared.phiopt.vseit

The first (upper PHIOPT block) simulates a horizontal rotation axis, the other
(lower PHIOPT block) an axis with a tilt angle of 30 degrees. In both cases it is
assumed that the deviation from north/south direction is +30 degrees, i. e.
approximately south/west.

The model is controlled by a CLOCK block which runs through the 27th of June
2010 in steps of one minute. The SUNAE block is used to calculate the position of
the Sun as required by the PHIOPT blocks. The MOY block is used as convenient
x-coordinate for the PLOT block.

The six curves show the triples optimum rotation angle (01 and 04), e↵ective tilt
angle (02 and 05) and e↵ective azimuth angle (03 and 06). As could be expected
both tracking systems face the eastern direction in the morning hours and west in
the afternoon (red and magenta curves). The e↵ective tilt angles start with 90
degrees with a tendency towards low values around noon. Due to the asymmetry
of the rotation axis with respect to south the azimuth angles vary between 120
and 300 degrees, respectively.
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2.31 Block PLANCK

The PLANCK block simulates Planck’s radiation law.

x

?

T

?

PLANCK
unit of x

?
G(x)

Name PLANCK

Function em0001

Inputs 2

Outputs 3

Parameters 0 . . . [1]

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Wavelength �/µm or photon energy / ev, depending on BP(1)
2 Blackbody temperature T/K

Outputs
1 Blackbody radiation after Planck If s = 0 G(x)/W m�2 µm�1, if s = 1

G(x)/W m�2 eV�1

2 Blackbody radiation after Wien
3 Blackbody radiation after Rayleigh-Jeans

Parameters
1 Unit switch s. If s = 0 (default) input one is interpreted as wavelength in

µm, if s = 1 input one is interpreted as energy in eV.

Strings
None
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The radiation law known as Planck’s law is given byDescription

G(�) = 2⇡hc2 1
(�5 exp( hc

�kT )� 1)

where � denotes the wave length, h is the Planck constant 6.6260755 · 10�34 J s, c
is the speed of light in vacuum 299 792 458 m s�1, k is the Boltzmann constant
1.380658 · 10�23 J K�1 and T the temperature of the body in kelvin.

planck.vseit

A DO block generates wave length values from 0 to 4 µm in steps of 0.01 µm. A
CONST block provides the black body temperature of the Sun. The PLANCK
block calculates the spectral distribution, which is attenuated by the dilution
factor 46200.

The PLOT block displays the solar spectrum outside atmosphere.
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2.32 Block SEDES3

The SEDES3 block calculates solar irradiance spectra for the range between 0.3
and 1.4 micrometer.

�b

?

Gh

?

Gdh

?

Tdew

?

doy

?

h

?

SEDES3
',�, Z, H,�

S(�s)
?

Name SEDES3

Function em0033

Inputs 6

Outputs 1

Parameters 5

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Wavelength �s/ µm
2 Global radiation horizontal Gh / W m�2

3 Di↵use radiation horizontal Gdh / W m�2

4 Dewpoint temperature Tdew / �C
5 Day of the year doy
6 Hour h

Outputs
1 Spectral density S(�s)/ W m�2 µm�1

Parameters
1 Latitude ' / � (north positive)
2 Longitiude � / � (west positive)
3 Time zone Z
4 Height above sea level H / m
5 Tilt angle � / �

Strings
None
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sedes3.vseit

A DO block varies wavelengths between zero and 2 micrometers in steps of 0.01.
All other inputs to the SEDES3 block are set constant.

The PLOT block displays the spectrum on screen.
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2.33 Block SHADF

The SHADF block calculates the fraction of unshaded area of rows of tilted
receivers.

 0

?

↵

?

�

?

SHADF
d, H

?
f

Name SHADF

Function em0031

Inputs 3

Outputs 1

Parameters 2 . . . [3]

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Di↵erence between surface azimuth and azimuth of the Sun  0 / �

2 Solar elevation ↵ / �

3 Tilt angle � / �

Outputs
1 Fraction of unshaded area f

Parameters
1 Distance between module rows d / m
2 Height of modules H / m

Strings
None
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shadf.vseit

For a set of tilt angles between zero and ninety degrees as varied by a DO block in
steps of ten a CLOCK block runs through the first of January 2010 from six in the
morning until 7 p.m. in steps of five minutes. The SUNAE block calculates the
position of the Sun for Stuttgart, Germany.

An OFFSET block with parameter �180 is used to calculate the relative surface
azimuth  0 which is required by the SHADF block. The other two inputs required
by SHADF are the solar elevation and the surface tilt angle. The parameters of
the SHADF block are set to a row distance of 3.65 meters at a module height of
two meters.

The PLOTP block displays the unshaded fractions.

Of course, with tilt angle zero no shading occurs and the fraction of the unshaded
area is constant equal to one (and not visible in the graph). With a vertical
surface even at noon nearly fifty percent of the area is shaded.
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2.34 Block SKYC

The SKYC block simulates a clear sky.

Gdh

?

 

?

↵

?

 p

?

↵p

?

SKYC

?
Lp

?
�

Name SKYC

Function em0027

Inputs 5

Outputs 2

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Total horizontal di↵use radiation Gdh / W m�2

2 Solar azimuth  / �

3 Solar elevation ↵ / �

4 Point azimuth  p / �

5 Point elevation ↵p / �

Outputs
1 Point luminance Lp / cd m�2

2 Angle between point and Sun � / �

Parameters
None

Strings
None

The equations and coe�cients are taken from the source “Daylighting inRemarks
Architecture – A European Reference Book” pages 3.6 and 3.7 published for the
Commission of the European Communities by James and James (Science
Publishers) Ltd. 1993 Brussels and Luxembourg
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skyc.vseit

Two nested DO blocks vary elevation between zero and ninety degrees in steps of
one (inner DO block) and azimuth between zero and 360 degrees in steps of 1
(outer DO block).

The di↵use radiation is assumed constant with 200 W/m2. The position of the
Sun is assumed at south (azimuth 180 degrees) at an altitude of 45 degrees. The
luminance output of the SKYC block is attenuated by a factor 1000.

Hence, the PLOTPMC block displays the clear sky luminance distribution over
the sky dome in kcd / m2.
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2.35 Block SKYIC

The SKYIC block simulates an intermediate clear sky.

Gdh

?

 

?

↵

?

 p

?

↵p

?

SKYIC

?
Lp

?
�

Name SKYIC

Function em0027

Inputs 5

Outputs 2

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Total horizontal di↵use radiation Gdh / W m�2

2 Solar azimuth  / �

3 Solar elevation ↵ / �

4 Point azimuth  p / �

5 Point elevation ↵p / �

Outputs
1 Point luminance Lp / cd m�2

2 Angle between point and Sun � / �

Parameters
None

Strings
None

The equations and coe�cients are taken from the source “Daylighting inRemarks
Architecture – A European Reference Book” pages 3.6 and 3.7 published for the
Commission of the European Communities by James and James (Science
Publishers) Ltd. 1993 Brussels and Luxembourg
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skyic.vseit

Two nested DO blocks vary elevation between zero and ninety degrees in steps of
one (inner DO block) and azimuth between zero and 360 degrees in steps of 1
(outer DO block).

The di↵use radiation is assumed constant with 200 W/m2. The position of the
Sun is assumed at south (azimuth 180 degrees) at an altitude of 45 degrees. The
luminance output of the SKYIC block is attenuated by a factor 1000.

Hence, the PLOTPMC block displays the clear sky luminance distribution over
the sky dome in kcd / m2.
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2.36 Block SKYIM

The SKYIM block simulates an intermediate mean sky.

Gdh

?

 

?

↵

?

 p

?

↵p

?

SKYIM

?
Lp

?
�

Name SKYIM

Function em0027

Inputs 5

Outputs 2

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Total horizontal di↵use radiation Gdh / W m�2

2 Solar azimuth  / �

3 Solar elevation ↵ / �

4 Point azimuth  p / �

5 Point elevation ↵p / �

Outputs
1 Point luminance Lp / cd m�2

2 Angle between point and Sun � / �

Parameters
None

Strings
None

The equations and coe�cients are taken from the source “Daylighting inRemarks
Architecture – A European Reference Book” pages 3.6 and 3.7 published for the
Commission of the European Communities by James and James (Science
Publishers) Ltd. 1993 Brussels and Luxembourg
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skyim.vseit

Two nested DO blocks vary elevation between zero and ninety degrees in steps of
one (inner DO block) and azimuth between zero and 360 degrees in steps of 1
(outer DO block).

The di↵use radiation is assumed constant with 200 W/m2. The position of the
Sun is assumed at south (azimuth 180 degrees) at an altitude of 45 degrees. The
luminance output of the SKYIM block is attenuated by a factor 1000.

Hence, the PLOTPMC block displays the clear sky luminance distribution over
the sky dome in kcd / m2.
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2.37 Block SKYIO

The SKYIO block simulates an intermediate overcast sky.

Gdh

?

 

?

↵

?

 p

?

↵p

?

SKYIO

?
Lp

?
�

Name SKYIO

Function em0027

Inputs 5

Outputs 2

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Total horizontal di↵use radiation Gdh / W m�2

2 Solar azimuth  / �

3 Solar elevation ↵ / �

4 Point azimuth  p / �

5 Point elevation ↵p / �

Outputs
1 Point luminance Lp / cd m�2

2 Angle between point and Sun � / �

Parameters
None

Strings
None

The equations and coe�cients are taken from the source “Daylighting inRemarks
Architecture – A European Reference Book” pages 3.6 and 3.7 published for the
Commission of the European Communities by James and James (Science
Publishers) Ltd. 1993 Brussels and Luxembourg
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skyio.vseit

Two nested DO blocks vary elevation between zero and ninety degrees in steps of
one (inner DO block) and azimuth between zero and 360 degrees in steps of 1
(outer DO block).

The di↵use radiation is assumed constant with 200 W/m2. The position of the
Sun is assumed at south (azimuth 180 degrees) at an altitude of 45 degrees. The
luminance output of the SKYIO block is attenuated by a factor 1000.

Hence, the PLOTPMC block displays the clear sky luminance distribution over
the sky dome in kcd / m2.
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2.38 Block SKYO

The SKYO block simulates an overcast sky.

Gdh

?

 

?

↵

?

 p

?

↵p

?

SKYO

?
Lp

?
�

Name SKYO

Function em0027

Inputs 5

Outputs 2

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Total horizontal di↵use radiation Gdh / W m�2

2 Solar azimuth  / �

3 Solar elevation ↵ / �

4 Point azimuth  p / �

5 Point elevation ↵p / �

Outputs
1 Point luminance Lp / cd m�2

2 Angle between point and Sun � / �

Parameters
None

Strings
None

The equations and coe�cients are taken from the source “Daylighting inRemarks
Architecture – A European Reference Book” pages 3.6 and 3.7 published for the
Commission of the European Communities by James and James (Science
Publishers) Ltd. 1993 Brussels and Luxembourg
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skyo.vseit

Two nested DO blocks vary elevation between zero and ninety degrees in steps of
one (inner DO block) and azimuth between zero and 360 degrees in steps of 1
(outer DO block).

The di↵use radiation is assumed constant with 200 W/m2. The position of the
Sun is assumed at south (azimuth 180 degrees) at an altitude of 45 degrees. The
luminance output of the SKYO block is attenuated by a factor 1000.

Hence, the PLOTPMC block displays the clear sky luminance distribution over
the sky dome in kcd / m2.
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2.39 Block SUNAE

The SUNAE block calculates the position of the Sun in horizon and equator
coordinates.

a

?

M

?

d

?

h

?

m

?

s

?

0/1

?

SUNAE
Model,
',�, Z?

 
?
↵

?
�

?
!

Name SUNAE

Function em0006

Inputs 4 . . . [7]

Outputs 4

Parameters 4

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Year a (for example 2010)
2 Month M 2 [1, 12]
3 Day d 2 [1, 31]
4 Hour h 2 [0, 23]
5 Minute m 2 [0, 59]
6 Second s 2 [0, 60)
7 Daylight saving time (0 no, 1 yes)

Outputs
1 Azimuth  (north = 0�, east = 90� . . . west = 270�)
2 Elevation ↵ / �

3 Declination � / �

4 Hour angle ! (0� . . . 360�west)

Parameters
1 Approximation

0 Spencer
1 Holland/Mayer
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2 Michalsky
2 Latitude ' 2 [�90�,+90�], northern hemisphere positive
3 Longitude � 2 [0�, 360�), Greenwich = 0�, west positive
4 Time zone Z 2 [0, 23], e. g. Central European Time: Z = 23

Strings
None

sunae.vseit

A CLOCK block varies the time of 01 July 2010 in steps of ten minutes. The
SUNAE block calculates the position of the Sun for the location of Stuttgart,
Germany. In order to provide a zero line a CONST block with value zero has been
added. The minute-of-the-year block MOY provides a convenient scale for the
x-axis of the PLOT block which displays the curves on screen.
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Please notice the conventions used by INSEL:

01 Just the zero line

02 The azimuth angle is counted from 0 to 360 degrees, starting in the north with
zero, clockwise positive. Consequently, when the Sun is in the South the azimuth
angle is equal to 90�, independent whether the location is on the northern orthe
southern hemisphere.

03 The elevation. If positive, the Sun is above the horizon.

04 The declination is positive when the during a day the Sun appears in the
zenith in the northern hemisphere, otherwise negative.

05 The hour angle is zero for the upper culmination of the Sun. As a consequence,
true solar noon corresponds to an hour angle ! = 0�
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2.40 Block TAUW

The TAUW block calculates the spectral transmittance due to water vapor in the
atmosphere.

�

?

w

?

mr

?

TAUW
model

?
⌧w

Name TAUW

Function em0036

Inputs 3

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Wave length � / µm
2 Water vapor content in the atmosphere w / unit?
3 Relative air mass mr

Outputs
1 Spectral transmittance

Parameters
1 Model

0 LOWTRAN
1 Lacis and Hanon

Strings
None
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tauw.vseit

A DO block varies wavelengths between zero and five micrometers in steps of
0.01 µm. Water vapor content and relative air mass are both set constant to 1.5.

The upper TAUW block uses the wavelength dependent LOWTRAN
approximation, while the lower TAUW block uses the Lacis Hanon correlation
which depend on the product of water vapor and relative air mass only, and is
therefore constant in this example.

As usual, the PLOT block is used to display the two curves.
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2.41 Block TDEW

The TDEW block calculates the dewpoint temperature.

Ta

?

'

?

TDEW

?
Tdew

Name TDEW

Function em0034

Inputs 2

Outputs 1

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Ambient temperature Ta / � C
2 Relative humidity '

Outputs
1 Dewpoint temperature Tdew / � C

Parameters
None

Strings
None
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tdew.vseit

Two nested DO blocks vary the relative humidity of air between zero and one in
steps of 0.1 (outer DO block) and ambient temperature between zero and fifty
degrees Celsius one in steps of one (inner DO block). The data are connected to a
TDEW block which calculates the dewpoint temperature.

A PLOTP block is used to display the curves.
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2.42 Block TMEAN

The TMEAN block returns the ambient temperature at a given real solar time for
a mean monthly ambient temperature value based on the Erbs, Klein, Beckman
correlation.

T (M)

?

kT(M)

?

h

?

m

?

s

?

TMEAN

?
T (t)

Name TMEAN

Function em0014

Inputs 3 . . . [5]

Outputs 1

Parameters 0

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Monthly mean value T (M) of ambient temperature / �C
2 Monthly mean value kT of clearness index
3 Hour h
4 Minute m
5 Second s

Outputs
1 Mean ambient temperature T̄ / �C

Parameters
None

Strings
None
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tmean.vseit

A DO block varies the monthly mean clearness index between zero and one in
steps of 0.1. This signal is used by the PLOTP block as curve parameter.

A CLOCK block is used to run through the first of January 2010 in steps of one
minute. The mean ambient temperature is assumed to be zero degrees Celsius.
The TMEAN block calculates the mean daily temperature profile which is
displayed by a PLOTP block which uses the MOY block as x-coordinate.
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2.43 Block TSKY

The TSKY block calculates the sky temperature.

Ta

?

TSKY

?
Tsky

Model

Name TSKY

Function em0021

Inputs 1

Outputs 1

Parameters 1

Strings 0

Group S

Inputs
1 Ambient temperature Ta / �C

Outputs
1 Sky temperature Tsky / �C

Parameters
1 Model

0 Swinbank
1 Modified Swinbank

Strings
None
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The (e↵ective) sky temperature Tsky depends on many factors such as ambientDescription
temperature Ta, humidity, amount and type of cloud cover, and elevation. In 1963,
Swinbank proposed the equation

Tsky = 0.0552 Ta
1.5

for clear sky conditions and averaged out other e↵ects—both temperatures are in
kelvin. However, this equation is not applicable during cloudy days, where we can
expect that the sky temperature apporaches that of ambient.

In 1987, Fuentes suggests to use the average amount of cloudiness across the
United States which causes approximately a 32 % decrease in the horizontal
radiation and further assumes that the cloudiness and haziness causes the sky
temperature to be 32 % closer to ambient on the average day than it would be
during clear days. In conclusion Fuentes proposes the modified Swinbank equation

Tsky = 0.68(0.0552 Ta
1.5) + 0.32Ta

for the calculation of the sky temperature.

On the basis of extensive data from the United States Berndahl and Martin
related the sky temperature to the dew point temperature Tdp and time

Tsky = Ta(0.711 + 0.0056Tdp + 0.000073T 2
dp + 0.013 cos(15h))1/4

Again, the temperatures are in kelvin, h denotes the hour of the day.

tsky.vseit

A DO block varies ambient temperature data from �40 to +40�C. Two TSKY
blocks calculate the sky temperature according to the Swinbank equation and the
modufied Swinbank equation. The PLOT block displays the graph on screen.
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2.44 Block TSOIL

The TSOIL block calculates the undisturbed soil temperature according to the
German VDI 4640

t

?

d

?

TSOIL

?
Ts

Name TSOIL

Function em0028

Inputs 2

Outputs 1

Parameters 7 . . . [10]

Strings 0 . . . [2]

Group S

Inputs
1 Time t / s
2 Depth below ground dT / m

Outputs
1 Undisturbed soil temperature Ts0 / �C

Parameters
1 Input mode

0 Read from file
1 Enter values
2 Select region after DIN 4710

2 Ground temperature phase delay �d / d
3 Gain factor
4 Heat capacity of the soil cs / J kg�1 K�1

5 Soil density ⇢s / kg m�3

6 Heat conductivity of the soil � / W m�1 K�1

7 Number h of records to be skipped on the first call (file header, the default
is h = 0)
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8 Annual mean temperature Trm / �C
9 Maximum monthly mean temperature Tmax / �C
10 Region select switch

0 Bremerhaven
1 Rostock
2 Hamburg
3 Potsdam
4 Essen
5 Bad Marienberg
6 Kassel
7 Braunlage
8 Chemnitz
9 Hof
10 Fichtelberg
11 Mannheim
12 Passau
13 Stötten
14 Garmisch-Partenkirchen

Strings
1 File name fn
2 Fortran Format

The final design of the block is not yet fixed.Remarks
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tsoil.vseit

A DO block varies the depth below ground between zero and twenty meters in
steps of five. The connected CLOCK block runs through the hours of the year
2010, converted to the hour of the year by the HOY block and multipled by a
factor 3600 to yield the seconds of the year which are expected as input of the
TSOIL block. The second input to the TSOIL block is the depth below ground
which comes from the DO block.

The five curves for the soil temperature are plotted by a PLOTP block.
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